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EBX / Java Develoment
Butos AG are distribution- and integrations partner of Orchestra Networks, EBX Solutions for Switzerland
(Wettingen). We use the Suite EBX for Master Data Management (MDM). The topic of data management
is becoming increasingly important as a result of digitization and cost savings for our customers. Digital
Transformation, Data Management and Compliance are major topics in today´s market.
EBX is one of two leaders im Gartener Magic Quadrant for multiple domain MDM solutions. The complete
topics focus on Master- and Reference Data Management and Meta Data.
Our MDM projects are about:
Customer guidance, typical business analysis topics, project management, data modeling, EBX
customization, Java API development, integration architectures etc..

In the context of master data management we are looking for excellent technical experts for customer
integration of the master data suite EBX, who are used to work in an Enterprise environment. This position is
a hands-on role with primary focus on design, customizing and development of complex business
functionality. You should have strong passion for developing quality code and deep understanding of core
concepts of Java technologies.
Skills as Java - EBX developer/specialist:


Expert in Java/J2EE



Set up a development environment (on Premis and in Cloud, Maven, Jira, confuence, Bitbucket,
Azure …)



Data integration in EBX (Webservice, ESB, XML, Erfahrungen mit Integrationslösungen …)



Work with Java API von EBX



Are experienced in Maven/Bitbucket /Cloud and Java Tools/Werkzeuge, e.g. J2EE,



Definition and discussion of integration architectures in the customer environment by customer



Good Java skills and development skills (speed and quality awareness)



Data modeling



architectural understanding



Customization skills



Consultant skills



Are a Team Player



English and German
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Butos:
 Provides in-house training for EBX


Offers exciting work in enterprise projects



Provides the possibility to work in the smart, product team



Uses latest MDM technology



Promotes education



Enables innovation



Maintains the team spirit

Job:


Freelance as well as employee is possible



In a very motivated and cooperative team



Project durations are between 3-12 months



Most of the projects are based in Switzerland



Working by customer, remotely or in-house is depending on customer requirement.

If you are willing to work on promising projects and inspired from data topics, please send your CV and
contact us.
Butos AG
Schwimmbadstrasse 45
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